Fox mustang seats

The Fox Body Mustang came with a wide variety of factory seating options. The Fox Body
Mustang had its fair share of seating options over the years. The era saw the most options of
the bunch as well. Below, we will cover the different factory options Fox Body seats available
over the years. All of these seat offerings could be had with your choice of vinyl or cloth
upholstery with several different color and pattern options. Tailored to be nimble and handle the
curves with the European cars of the day, the SVO needed a more supportive seat. Offered in
gray cloth or perforated leather, these seats featured enhanced side bolsters and an air bladder
to inflate and deflate lumbar support. This seat option remained exclusive to the SVO Mustang.
This was a two-year option that has become one of the signature features of the Mustang GT.
The seat foams themselves remained identical, but revised tweed material or leather was used,
and a large solid padded headrest replaced the halo headrest option. This style seat was used
for the models and had a 26" seat back. Lumbar adjustment and a pull out knee bolster
remained unchanged. The small headrest and lumbar remained unchanged, but saw the
omission of the pull-out knee bolster. The lower seat foam was made solid. With all of the
different seat options offered during its year span, LMR. For more information, check our Fox
Body seat options. Show More Show Less. Share this article! This new option retained the halo
style headrest with a mesh webbing and was utilized for model years. Helpful Links. Fox
Mustang Restoration Saving the Foxes one part at a time! Fox Mustang Restoration has been
Saving the Foxes since We are dedicated to the restoration and preservation of Mustangs. We
have a passion for Fox-Bodies unlike anyone else in the business. This passion fuels our
mission to provide quality parts at a great price. We know that you are not just bolting parts on;
you are bringing to life a part of history, a part of your history. We know that somewhere along
the way a Fox-Body grabbed a hold of you and never let go. We know that because we feel the
same way. We also know that it can be difficult to find all of the parts you need to get your ride
back on the road and looking good. To better serve you, not only do we offer a complete line of
quality reproduction parts we also have a large stock of NOS parts New Old Stock - brand new,
original Ford parts that are no longer available through Ford as well as good used parts. These
additional resources are incredibly valuable when it comes to finding those pieces that are not
being reproduced or the reproductions just don't look like the original. Whether your vision is
concours, modified or just a nice driver we can help you find what you need! When you make a
purchase with us you are not only improving the look and feel of your Fox-Body, but you are
also helping us fight the good fight to keep these cars on the road. Thanks for Helping us Save
the Foxes! Holiday Schedule:. Christmas Day: Closed. New Year's Day: Closed. The plastic is
thin, door panels are essentially cardboard and not a lot of people stick to the small stock
speaker sizes. First thing is to find out what you want to achieve? Stock interior be it red, blue,
grey, black or are you doing a black conversion? A few things changed from your stock
non-black to factory black interiors on the aero nose foxes â€” assuming you have a year where
no black option was offered You either have to cut a hole in the panel why would anyone do
that? The other note is the dash itself, the OE black dash will come from an airbag car so the
fuse block will need some modifying to work which is doable. We often see painted interiors
that look bad, either too glossy of a paint was used and the prep was so bad that the paint
would peel off from just looking at it wrong. I would argue, for black conversions, you find
high-use parts in black such as the kick panels, scuff plates, console, dash pad and HVAC
vents. The rest is pretty easy to paint and match factory OE black. Despite people providing
negative feedback on this, it can look extremely good. I also suggest you go to a dollar store
and pick up some sort of crafts storage bins for all the screws be sure to label things. I normally
just remove the plastic from the frame. Make an inventory of what you have and what you need
to restore your interior. Online stores like LMR have a lot of restoration parts available and I
always recommend getting the interior screw kit, extra door panel pins, etcâ€¦ for my most
recent restoration I ended up buy new: Headliner, rear window tray, carpet, seat belt sleeves,
pretty much everything LMR had for a smoke grey interior. I also suggest new headliner and
carpet, it makes a big difference. Below is how I restored an extra set of door panels. I steamed
the cardboard backing and applied the wooden jig for a week or so. It is possible to find a mint
interior, but not as easy as it once was. Applying a coat of SEM plastic paint can really make
your interior look factory fresh. Paints designed for plastics will have etching chemicals for the
paint to adhere to the surface. Which is why I recommend using OE black parts for high-use
things. This is especially easy with everything out of the car. Also clean up your work space,
dust is your enemy. Also care to actually read the instructions. I also like to use a 3M tack cloth
to pickup any dust or residue. This may sound bad but keep your greasy fingers off the prepped
surfaces! For the smoke grey interior, luckily for you off-the-shelf Presidio is a I like the flat
sheen but you can test it with semi-flat clear coat on scrap pieces. Even the strange map light is
masked and painted, since these things seem to turn green over time? As you can see the

factory smoke grey interior starting to get pieced back together below. And when you start
adding new headliners, carpets, etcâ€¦ The results are pretty much immediate. Headliner should
go in before the seats and for a coupe, yes it does fit through the doors, just need to play with it
a little. Below is a picture of custom upholstered seats, only difference from factory are the
french stitching. From factory these matched the material on the seats. If you have plain LX low
back seats, the inserts will have the same material. If you have leather, the inserts will also be
leather or at least match it with vinyl. If you change your seats, even custom like perforated
leather â€” make sure to do the same treatment to the door inserts. If you want to remove a
walmart type single din unit and go with a factory unit for that extra detail. Radio codes change
from year to year but these are options:. Take your time, have a plan, an idea on how you want
the interior to look like. I suggest you have all the parts lined up before starting to avoid having
to wait 6 months to get it all done. Below are some pictures of factory mint fox interiors for
inspiration and how it once looked. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Assembling the parts Make an
inventory of what you have and what you need to restore your interior. Refreshing parts with a
light coat of paint It is possible to find a mint interior, but not as easy as it once was. Door panel
inserts From factory these matched the material on the seats. Radio option If you want to
remove a walmart type single din unit and go with a factory unit for that extra detail. Sweet
porno red interior Black and white convertible interior Tweed seats and smoke grey interior
Cobra R door panel Another white interior, on a 7up Convertible Cobra R, radio delete panel.
You may also like. February 14, February 17, July 8, There is 1 comment 1 comment. Hazel
Owens February 21, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Click for details. The Fox Body Mustang design experienced nearly 15 years of
production from through It provided drivers with a lightweight and compact option for over
horsepower and exceptional torque. Regardless if you cherish classic Ford sports cars or use a
sixth-generation Mustang as a daily cruiser, there is no denying that the Fox Body generation
still holds up in the modern era with coupe, convertible and hatchback configurations. At Top
Flight Automotive, our experts are passionate about all six Mustang generations, and we stock
our online store with aftermarket parts for your favorite Ford models. If stock interior features
are showing signs of wear and tear in your Fox Body, browse our selection of front and rear
seat covers engineered to meet or exceed the original specifications of the Ford factory. All Top
Flight Automotive products are organized by make, model and year, and we supply seat cover
attachments from industry-leading brands such as TMI for your restoration needs. As your
one-stop shop for Mustang components , our professionals bring you high back, low back and
sport seat cover installations for superior comfort and a true racing appearance! All Ford
Mustangs with production years are considered Fox Body builds with a unibody chassis. Ford
started to move away from larger builds in response to rising gas prices during the s, so the
third-generation Mustang is a one-of-a-kind compact performance vehicle with s styling.
Although Ford downsized the exterior of the third-generation series, the interior cabin area
received special attention with racing-inspired bucket seats for comfort and support. Now that
select models of the Fox Body era are over 40 years old, it is proactive to assess the condition
of factory seating upholstery. Over time, original seat materials deteriorate thanks to moisture,
sun exposure and changing temperatures, but Top Flight Automotive seat cover sets are an
affordable route for interior restoration projects. High back seat covers showcase an elongated
one-piece back support while low back options include a mounted headrest. Depending on your
Fox Body model, discover budget-friendly tweed and vinyl material options in shades of blue,
red and black to match your restoration vision. TMI vinyl products serve as replicas of what
rolled out of the Ford factory, but materials are thicker for prolonged seat protection. Are you
searching for a fun way to add character to your classic third-generation Mustang? Top Flight
Automotive supplies bucket-style seating with zig-zag cloth inserts and two-tone color options
for your GT or LX release. Separate your aggressive Fox Body Mustang from the rest with
accented sport seat covers in the following custom shades:. Top Flight Automotive is excited to
be part of the Extra Mile Brands family of companies serving the Mustang community for over
40 years. If you need assistance with product compatibility, all of our sales representatives are
available during normal business hours and can steer you toward a proper fit. Supporting
generations of restoration, style and performance, several of our products are eligible for
same-day shipping after order processing. For more information about Fox Body Mustang seats
and other interior accessories or to place an order, contact Top Flight Automotive today. Back
to Top. Stay Up to Date with Top Flight Automotive Register to subscribe to our newsletter to
receive deals and special offers. Register to Subscribe. All Rights Reserved. Welcome to Top
Flight Automotive! New Home of:. Fox-body Mustangs are enjoying a resurgence in popularity,
but many are pretty rough around the edges. After 28 years, the seats on this Mustang GT were

disgusting. Nearly three decades of sunlight, sweaty bottoms, and fast food spills left our seats
faded, worn, and stained. Sure, we could find a salvage yard seat track and re-cover the stock
seats, but we wanted a sportier seating feel than what the stock buckets offered. Fortunately for
us, Corbeau now offers back seat covers that match the material on their front seats. This
makes Corbeau unique in offering a complete seating solution for worn out fox-bodies such as
ours. The firm foam padding, aggressive side bolsters, and supple suede material harken back
to the optional sport seats found in early fox and Saleen Mustangs. No more mis-matched
Mustang seats! Readers share the story and photos of their muscle Mustangs and fast fords.
Using parts from Maximum Motorsports to upgrade the clutch linkage on a Fox-body Mustang.
Fans of muscle mustangs and fast fords magazine share the pics and stories of their ride,
inclusion of this Ford Mustang. We're finishing the week-long build of our Mustang LX
hatchback, installing the TMI interior, Dakatoa Digital guages, and all the little details that will
make this Fox-body run and drive. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to
visit Snapshot: Mustang LX. How To. Interior Electrical. Wes Duenkel. Twenty-eight years of
abuse meant our seats were in sorry shape. Note how nearly three decades of sunlight beating
through the hatch glass had taken its toll on the tops of our folding back seats. We began by
removing the stock front seats. First, we slid the seats forward to access the rear mounting
bolts and removed them with a 15mm socket. After sliding the seat backward, we removed the
front mounting nuts with a 15mm wrench and pulled the front seats from the car. To remove the
back seat cushion, we squeezed the bottom toward the back of the car to release it from the
support bars and set it aside. With the rear seat backs folded down, we removed the carpet
panel trim screw from the seat backs. Next, we laid the rear seat cushion on a bench and used a
needle-nose pliers to remove the seat cover hog rings. We found that prying up under the
retaining collar at an angle released the them more easily. Using the seat foam as a guide, we
transferred the locations for the seat belt pass-through trim rings on the new Corbeau seat
cover. Then, we used scissors to carefully cut the holes for the trim rings in the seat cover.
Using a hog ring pliers and fresh hog rings, we fastened the cover to the back seat cushion
frame. We found it helps to hook the hog ring on the cover to pull the cover it into position
before clamping it down. Next, we moved on to the rear seat backs. Then, we used a panel
popper to pry the panel fasteners from the seat back frame. With the seat back flipped over, we
used a wire cutters and pliers to remove the hog rings from the listing rods buried in the seat
foam. We secured the listing rods inside the foam creases using hog rings. We inserted the
supplied panel fasteners along the perimeter of the Corbeau seat cover. Then, we used a small
screwdriver to locate each hole in the seat back panel and secured the seat back cover with the
panel fasteners. We repeated the process for the other folding seat back. Before installing the
seats back in the car, we reinstalled the inner hinge bracket. We cut a small slit in the cover
behind the bushing to relieve where the hinge rod passes through. Look how much better the
Corbeau black suede seat cover left looks compared to the faded formerly black tweed seat
cover on the right. We installed the rear seats in the same manner as they were removed. Now is
a good time to clean out all the junk under the rear seat cover. After guiding the rear seat belts
through the trim rings, we snapped the rear seat down in place. With the back seats done, we
moved to the front seats. We slid the seat tracks out of the way to access the front and rear
mounting holes and installed the supplied bolts. We installed the front seats over the studs. The
Corbeau seat brackets have generously slotted holes, so we installed all the fasteners first
before tightening anything down. What a difference new seats made to the interior of this
well-worn Mustang GT! The old seats were so faded and disgusting, it was embarrassing. Not
only do these seats freshen up the looks of the interior, the well-designed side bolsters and firm
padding provide a much sportier feel to this old fox body GT. No more mis-matched aftermarket
Mustang seats! Sources Corbeau USA. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter
Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles.
Snapshot: Keeping It Simple Ford Mustang Fans of muscle mustangs and fast fords magazine
share the pics and stories of their ride, inclusion of this Ford Mustang. Mustang Will Call is
Closed. All Categories. Secure Shopping Experience. Custom made upholstery for your car.
View: 15 30 60 All. Pages: 1 2 3. The High Back Standard Mustang Fox Body Seat Covers are
designed to contour to your entire body from the top of your head depending on how tall you
are to your legs. These high back seat covers are manufactured with high quality materials that
will outlast tough conditions. They will also install quite easily because they are exact replicas
of Mustang Fox Body seat covers. These low back standard seat covers are available in
different colors and fabrics. You have the option for vinyl, tweed or leather; all three of which
are made to withstand years of use. They do not include the seat foam, you must purchase it
separately. You can use the original seat foam in your Mustang Fox Body; however, your new
seat covers will not be as comfortable due to the wear and tear on your existing seat foam. The

Sport seat covers for Mustang Fox Body models are available in vinyl, cloth or leather. The
difference between the standard and Sport Mustang Fox Body seat covers is the Sport edition
includes extra bolstering. This means that there is more foam to contour to the body which
makes your Mustang Fox Body seat covers much more comfortable than they already are. The
Sport R seat covers come with the option for black, red, white, grey or blue stitching. They also
come in all black vinyl with suede insert along the sides. Like the Sport R edition, the Sport R
edition seat covers also come with customizable options. You get to choose which stitch color
to use as well as the color of the vinyl and stripe. These do not include a suede insert but the
different color options will keep your Mustang Fox Body seats from looking boring. The Mach 1
package on Mustangs boosts performance and increases torque. These Mach 1 seat covers will
boost your interior style and increase the amount of people who want to take a ride in your
Mustang Fox Body model. The Mach 1 Standard Mustang Fox Body Seat Covers come in both
high and low back heights for those who want to change up their interior. The Mach 1 Mustang
Fox Body seat covers are available in black only but come with the option for a different colored
stripe. These seat covers are designed for Mustang Fox Body models. They include additional
bolster which increases the comfort level of the seats. They are like sitting on a cloud compared
to standard stock seats. Like all of the other seat covers we offer, these are made with durable
materials that will outlast tough conditions. Classic Car Int
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erior offers replicas of the Recaro race seats. Most people believe the Recaro Mustang Fox
Body seat covers are more comfortable than stock Mustang Fox Body seats because they are
made with racing in mind. They are plush and cushioned to absorb any kind of shock that may
hurt your back. You have the option to change the color of both the main seat and insert
material. The Cobra seat covers include horizontal pleats along the back and bottom of the
seats for style and comfort. You have the option of vinyl or leather and a variety of colors to
choose from. Unlike the other seat covers, the Pony Mustang Fox Body seat covers include a
button on the top for additional style. These seat covers come with the option of cloth or
leather. All of the seat covers offered at Classic Car Interior are guaranteed to enhance the
interior of your Mustang Fox Body. We ensure they meet factory standards by sending each of
these seat covers through extensive quality control procedures. All Rights Reserved.

